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The Chinese-owned app TikTok is marked a national security threat by the United States, but is not unique in the data it collects. The WSJ explains why countries build digital walls and treat user data like sovereign assets, and how they can change technology changes. A genius geosteast stumbled across what could
wind up in one of the world's next great oil discoveries worth billions of dollars at today's prices (Bloomberg) - Elon Musk's two-word app recommendation turned into a massive rally in the stock of a small medical device company in another case. Use a signal. The Tesla Chief Executive Officer took to Twitter on January
7 to mention the encrypted messaging service. At the end of the day, Signal Advance shares soared more than six times. It was enough to push Signal Advances' rally by more than 5,100 percent in three trading days and give it a $390 million market valuation. Stocks continue to rally despite reports of turmoil on Friday.
Shares of Texas-based Rocharone gained after soaring 885 percent on Monday. We strongly encourage people to do their due diligence and invest with care at all times. Dr. Chris Hymel, the company's chief executive, said when reached by phone on Monday. The signal dictionary is not associated with Musk or signal
applications, he said. Signal Advance has not filed an annual report with the Securities and Exchange Commission since 2019. The company reportedly had no revenue from 2014 to 2016. Misunderstandings are the latest example of a teaker mix-up. The popularity of Zoom Video Communications Inc. in recent years
has led to a brief surge in zoom technology Inc.'s stock after traders confused the video conferencing company's that teaker symbol Zoom. Zoom Technologies, a Beijing-based manufacturer of mobile phone components, later changed the teaker to ZTNO. The other signal is a closely held nonprofit with a messaging
service similar to Facebook Inc.'s WhatsApp.In response to Twitter comments, and Musk said he plans to donate to Signal a year ago and offer more in the future. (In the fourth paragraph, add a signal dictionary chief executive's comment.) More articles like this visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe, the most trusted
source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Semiconductor Stocks are rocking. Here's why: Bitcoin fell sharply early Monday, having failed to establish a foothold above $40,000 over the weekend. (CRM) was a pioneer in cloud software. Cloud computing had a big year in 2020, and this trend should continue in 2021
as companies move more computing resources from proprietary data centers to public clouds operated by (MSFT) (teakers: MSFT), GOOGL (GOOGL) and others. (CRM), alas, it may not be the best way to play it. The electric car boom has taken a much bigger slice of the stock market, but there is still a lot of upside for
savvy investors who know where the outlook isMarket ended 2020 on a high note and started 2021 on a bullish trajectory. All three major indices have soared to all-time highs in recent years as investors look to show signs of a rapid recovery beyond the epidemic. Veteran strategist Edward Yaddeney sees the economic
recovery as bringing its own downturn. As the COVID vaccination program allows more economic opening, more people get back to work, Yadoni predicts a wave of pent-up demand, wage increases and rising prices . Yadoni noted that in the second half of the year, some consumers may be wary of inflation in prices
that are bad for overvalued assets. A warning sign to look for is high yields in the Treasury market. If the Fed eases its low interest rate policy, Yadoni sees Treasuries reflecting this change first. This situation is tailor-made for defensive equity play, which will give investors a natural view of high-yield dividend stocks.
Opening the TipRanks database, we found three stocks featuring a hat trick of positive signs: strong buy valuations, dividend yields starting at more than 9% - and recent analyst reviews pointing to double-digit upside. CTO Real Estate Growth (CTO) We will begin with CTO Real Estate Growth, a Florida-based real
estate company that, last year, made an interesting decision for dividend investors: The company announced that it would change the tax status of the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) for the tax year ending December 31, 2020. REITs have long been known for their high dividend yields, which are the product of a
tax code requirement that allows the company to return profits from high returns directly to shareholders. Dividends are a common path to that revenue. Against the background, CTO holds a diversified portfolio of real estate investments. The holdings include 27 income assets in 11 states, with 18 volleyball billboards in
Florida totaling more than 2.4 million square feet. Income properties are mainly shopping centers and retail stores. During the third quarter, the most recent report, the CTO sold about 3,300 acres of undeveloped land for $46 million, acquired two income properties for $47.9 million, and collected 93 percent of the contract
base rent. It also approved a one-time special deployment in connection with the transition to REIT status. Its purpose was to put companies in compliance with income return regulations for 2020. The one-time distribution was made in cash and stock, totaling $11.83 per share. Regular dividends paid in the third quarter
were 40 cents per common share. This increased to 150%, up 150% in the fourth quarter. Again, this was done to ensure that the company complied with REIT status requirements. In The odds are 9.5%, well above the average for peers in the financial sector. B. Riley's analyst Craig Kucera believes the CTO has many
options to expand its portfolio through acquisitions: The CTO has hit the high end of its expected disposal guidance from $33M in 4Q20, bringing the YTD disposal to nearly $85M, providing the largest disposal for tenants' choices in buying from Cpen. WE EXPECT &GT; $30M IN CASH AND LIMITED CASH FOR
FURTHER ACQUISITIONS, AND THE CTO IS EXPECTED TO BE REACTIVATED AT 1H21. To that end, Kucera, along with CTOA Buy, assesses a price target of $67. At current levels, his goal is 60% a year upside meaning potential. (Click here to see Kucera's performance; overall, the CTO has three reviews of wall
street analysts' records, all unanimously making a strong buy-to-back analyst consensus by agreeing that this stock is a buy, with the stock priced at $41.85 and an average price target of $59.33 suggesting room for ~42% growth next year. Holly Energy Partners (HEP) The energy sector with high cash flow is also known
for its high-paying dividend stocks. Holly Energy Partners is a midstream carrier in the sector that provides pipeline, terminal and storage services for oil and oil distillate producers. Holly bases most of her business in Colorado-Utah and new Mexico-Texas-Oklahoma. In 2019, the company reported total revenue of $533
million. Sales in 2020 slipped in the first and second quarters, but rebounded in the third quarter, reaching $127.7 million. Holly reported a year-over-year increase of more than $8 million to $76.9 million in distributable cash flow from which dividends are paid. This allowed us to pay a dividend of 35% per regular share, or
$1.40 per year. At this rate, the dividend yield is 10%. Citing dividends, Well Fargo analyst Michael Bloom said our model suggests that distribution is sustainable at this level as it is offset by the contribution of inflation escalators and Cushing Connect JV projects from HEP's pipeline contracts. About 80% of HEP
distribution is tax-fueled. Blum gives HEP a $20 price target and an overweight (i.e. buy) rating. His target means a 38% rise over the next 12 months. Our rating primarily reflects the partnership's steady fee-based cash flow, solid returns and conservative balance sheet. For the most part, Wall Street agrees with Blum's
assessment of HEP, as seen by strong purchasing analyst Consensus ratings. This rating is supported by six reviews and is split into 5-to-1 buy-to-hold. The average price target, at $18.67, suggests that the stock has room to grow ~29% this year. (See HEP Equity Analysis for TipRank) DHT Holdings (DHT)
Midstreaming It is part of the transportation network of the global oil industry. Tankers are another tanker that moves large quantities of crude oil, petroleum products and liquefied natural gas around the world. Bermuda-based DHT operates 27 crude oil tankers and all classes of very large crude oil carriers (VCCs). The
vessel is 100% owned by the company and ranges in toning from 298K to 320K. VLCC is the flagship of the global tanker network. DHT also recorded a sequential decrease in sales from 2Q20 to 3Q20 after the fourth quarter of sequential sales growth through 1H20's 'Corona Harp'. The top line for the quarter fell to
$142 million from $245 million. However, it should be noted that sales performance in the third quarter increased 36.5% year-over-year. EPS was a dramatic yoy turnaround from a 6-cent loss posted at 3Q19 at 32 cents. DHT has a history of adjusting dividends as needed to match revenues. The company did so in the
third quarter, and 20 percent per ordinary share was the first dividend cut in five quarters. However, while the general policy is positive for dividend investors, it is a great record as the company has not missed out on dividend payments for 43 consecutive quarters. The annual dividend of 80 cents was an impressive 14
per cent return. Kepler analyst Petr Haugen covers DHT, and he sees the potential for increased revenue on the company's contract schedule. Haugen noted that eight of the 16 ships that terminated their TC contracts by the end of the first quarter of 2021 think DHT is well placed when they expect freight rates to
increase from H2 2021E in 2021. Haugen says [The] main underlying driver remains the same: fleet growth is low (averaging 1% above 2020-23E) The U.S. will still be a net maritime exporter of crude oil, which will drive further export growth in U.S. drive tanker demand. Spot rates are expected to improve again in
2021E, shortly after oil demand normalizes. The average VLCC ratio for 2022E is 2022E, expecting $55,000 per day in 2023. Based on his opinion, Haugen evaluates DHT purchase rates. His $7.40 target share price suggests the stock could grow 34 percent in the coming months. (Click here to see Haugen's
performance, the rest of the street is getting on board. 3 The number of buys and one-holes allocated in the last three months is in addition to the strong buy analyst consensus, with the $6.13 average price target representing a potential rise of ~11%. For a good idea of dividend trading in attractive value auctions, visit
TipRanks Best Stock, a newly released tool that combines all the equity insights into TipRanks' stock. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this document are solely those of recommended analysts. Content is used for informational purposes only. It is very important to conduct your own analysis before making an
investment. Investor business Daily Roadtown has reported more than 100,000 commercial pre-orders for endurance EV pickup, and Faraday plans to go public through SPAC. Stocks jumped. Amazon and Walmart have found that for some products, it's cheaper to refund the purchase price and allow customers to store
their products. Shares of investor business DalyElli Lilly soared to an all-time high Monday after the pharmaceutical company said the experimental drug slowed cognitive decline in phase 2 tests of Alzheimer's patients. Has the stock market lost its mind? Maybe, suggests this strategist after seeing crazy behavior in one
stock following Tesla CEO Elon Musk's tweet. (Bloomberg opinion) - The Federal Reserve is not happy with the universal story of asset bubbles. Consider Tesla Inc., for example. From my Bloomberg opinion colleague John Order: The risks far greater than the potential rewards. The more you see these crazy behaviors,
the more prepared you are to take evasive action against the true investment bubble. Or cryptocurrency from Scott Minerd, chief investment officer at Guggenheim Investments: Bitcoin's rise in the populs is not sustainable in the short term. More broadly, Bank of America Corp.'s checklist of signals indicating an imminent
bear market correction in historically risky assets is starting to fill in. Right now, the central bank hasn't said directly that it's worried about the skyrocketing prices of Tesla stock and Bitcoin, and it wouldn't be likely. But the undertones of last week's speaker round may be interpreted as early indications that the Fed's third
mandate beyond maximum employment and stable prices (financial stability) is starting to increase compared to the lucky slot machines for some policymakers heading into 2021. If the U.S. labor market loses 140,000 jobs in December and the central bank's preferred measure of inflation is about 1.4 percent, it's one of
the only explanations fed officials can explain why they're reducing asset purchases. I suspect some kind of tasering will happen this year, but this is mainly getting traders comfortable with the word, but policymakers may now be considering what kind of risks are emerging from the expectation that U.S. Treasury yields
will be near all-time lows indefinitely. Perhaps the most impressive factor in last week's rally in stocks was the rise in benchmark 10-year Treasury yields to 1.12 percent from 20 vesis points. S&amp;amp; The P 500 index wobbled on Monday as yields rose more than 1.13 percent, but remained relatively recovered given
the sharp declines in Bitcoin and Tesla. It would be foolish to predict the exact level at which financial markets will find equilibrium, but a simple chart over the past five years suggesting a move in 10-year price returns to an all-time low of 1.32 per cent would serve as an interesting test of equity market strength. This is at
this point in time for S&amp;amp;S. It is not far from the dividend yield of P 500. Just hours ago, a typical idea among bond traders was that the Fed would intervene. Stop the constant movement of higher yields. As recently as a month ago, many expected the central bank to change asset purchases and buy older
Treasuries. As the minutes of last week's December meeting show, there is a serious effort to think about the best way to curtail asset purchases. Here's Philadelphia Fed President Patrick Harkertayer: I could potentially see it happen in late 2021 or early 2022. But it all depends on the course of the virus and depends
on the course of the economy, Harker said Thursday while answering questions after speaking at a virtual event. It can wreak havoc on the market too quickly. So I pay a lot of attention to this so that she can stabilize until she starts to see the economy heal. And Atlanta Fed Chairman Rafael Bostic: In our statement, we
said we want to make significant progress toward our goals. I don't think we should necessarily get to the goal, Bostic said in a television interview with Fox Business Wednesday and on air Thursday. I'm clearly open to the possibility of reversing it sooner than people expect. And Dallas Fed Chairman Robert Kaplan: The
epidemic will be a drag on the economy for much of 2021, but once the recovery is established and a large portion of the population is vaccinated, Fed officials should consider when we can start tapering. There will be a time when the economy and markets can get away with some of these extraordinary measures, he
added. And Chicago Fed Chairman Charles Evans: It could be a case of things getting much better, he told reporters on a conference call in late 2021 or early 2022. That's a lot of sudden taper stories. Perhaps it's because Democrats swept the Georgia election that more financial aid increased the chances of
accelerating the economy faster than when Congress split. Either way, because of government stimulus measures and the prospect that the Fed will withdraw its asset purchases, Bank of America's Mark Kavanagh warned of an ups and down risk in the bank's year-end outlook for 10-year Treasury yields of 1.5 percent.



JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co. Analysts revised the outlook up from 1.3% to 1.45%. The most important guidance last week was that Fed Vice Chair Richard Clarida said last week that my economic outlook is consistent with keeping the current pace of purchases throughout the year. He says that could change, but it can
be quite some time before he thinks about making the pace of purchases visible. It feels like the horse has already come out of the barn. If you think about tater, it's modestly dorsal to lean towards reducing asset purchases, even if it doesn't lead to imminent action. One of the strongest pillars of the rally in risky assets
over the past few months. And while it's true that previous examples of the Fed reducing its quantitative easing program have had a counter-professional impact on lowering Treasury yields, there's no guarantee that fiscal policy will happen again if it's receptive. The Fed wants a strong labor market and inflation to
develop reliably above 2 percent so that it can eventually operate away from the lower zero rate. It remains an open question whether it can be done and just how long it will take to emerge from the global epidemic. But on the way to reaching these goals, speculation is rampant about asset prices that the Fed is
targeting interest rates for, such as Bitcoin or Tesla, ARK Innovation exchange-traded funds or purpose-built acquisition companies. The central bank's taper talk last week may have been the first shot across the bow. This column does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its
owners. Brian Chapata is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering the bond market. He previously covered bonds for Bloomberg News. He is also a holder of the CFA Charter. For more articles like this, visit bloomberg.com/opinionSubscribe now and find the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.
Investors' Business Daily Dow Jones futures were little changed late Monday as the stock market rally fell from all-time highs. Tesla shares dive amid potential peak top. Britain's financial regulator on Monday issued a very blunt warning about the rise of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Every week, Benzinga conducts
sentiment surveys to find out what traders are most excited about, interested in or thinking about when managing and building their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of more than 800 investors on whether shares of Bank of America Corporation (NYSE: BAC) will reach $50 by 2022. Bank of America Equity
Forecast Bank of America provides banking and financial products and services for individual consumers, small businesses, institutional investors, large corporations, and governments around the world. After the 2007-2008 financial crisis, Bank of America implemented a downsizing program from 2011 to 2014 to
improve its balance sheet, reduce risk, streamline operations and focus more on mobile banking. In recent years, several global financial services companies have been trading higher in the midst of rising yields. Joe Biden's recent Democratic victory in Georgia as U.S. president also helped allay political concerns and
raise additional stimulus optimism. A better-than-expected drop in unemployment last week helped boost market eddy and is resonating with positive news from bank stocks. Read: Top Bank stocks.Survey says Bank of America trades around $33, off 52 weeks low of $18, and 54% of Readers believe Bank of America
will reach $50 per share next year. Many respondents noted that as long as stimulus funds continue to be distributed among Americans, there will be liquidity in the economy. Consumers will be poised to spend money and keep it in the bank of their choice, including Bank of America, which has a significant share of the
consumer market in terms of deposits. The idea would make U.S. banks liquid to loan more money. Thus, higher profits lead to demand for stocks. In general, respondents to our study also expressed confidence in CEO Brian Moynihan, who who was helped by leadership to help bring U.S. banks back from extinction
after the 2007-2008 financial crisis. Moynihan has been CEO since 2010. The choices for the survey were completely voluntary and no incentives were offered to potential respondents. The study reflects the results of more than 800 adults. Photo credit: Mike Mozart, click here to see more *options deals from Benzinger*
at Flickr Benzinga got *0? Investors are buying shares in Tesla, Benzinga.com Pfizer as a stimulus test (C) for the 2021 2021 market. We do not provide benzinga investment counseling. All rights reserved. As noted in a previous post, Thill on Monday released a list of his top Internet stock recommendations and some
predictions for 2021. In a separate mammoth research note - close to 200 pages this time - Thill offers his coverage prospects for the other half of the universe, enterprise applications, infrastructure and security stocks. Thill group software is It points to the P 500 as the biggest gap in 20 years because it has advanced
by 36 percentage points. It's natural to say technology and think of FAANG shares such as Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Google and Netflix. These companies dominate the sector. The first, third, fourth and fifth largest listed companies among them, the market's only $2+ trillion dollar company, both companies are worth
more than $1 trillion. HOWEVER, FAANG IS NOT THE ONLY OPTION FOR TECHNOLOGY-ORIENTED INVESTORS. The tech sector has attracted some of the sharpest minds in the business world, and they have brought dozens of interesting and innovative companies that have caught the public's attention. With a
market value of less than $2 billion, small and medium-sized businesses can be a dyslegged by FAANGs, providing investors with significant rising potential and affordable entry into the tech state world. Stock analysts on Wall Street have found these small opportunities, known to the investment public, and earned a
reputation. We opened the TipRanks database and pulled up three under-radar stocks that received a thumbs up from analysts. Here's the upside, with some risk – but for investors willing to shoulder that, here are some unexpected recommendations from Street.SharpSpring, Inc. SharpSpring, Inc. (SHSP) push towards
increased remote operations in 2020, Online businesses have generally placed a premium on digital marketing solutions. SharpSpring is one of the companies that can take advantage of this. The company offers a suite of software solutions as a service for sales automation, marketing analytics and testing, social media
and email, and CRM. The value of this platform is clear to online marketers in SharpSpring's latest third quarter results. In particular, sales increased 28% year-over-year to $7.3 million, a company record. SharpSpring, unlike many other smaller technology peers, operates at a net loss, but its third-quarter loss was only
half the same year a year ago. In the future, SharpSpring has revised its 2020 annual revenue estimate from $28 million to $29.4 million. This represents a net increase of 28% to 30% year-over-year. The company attributed the expected profit to strong recurring earnings figures. Covering Needham's stock, five-star
analyst Scott Berg noted, we believe SHSP provides powerful small microcap investors with exposure to the $16B plus marketing automation space at an attractive valuation at an attractive valuation of $5.8 times our FY21 revenue estimate, which incorporates multiple growth vectors that are not integrated into
consensus forecasts. Armed with new growth capital, we believe shsp's modern solutions with lower TCO are in a competitive position to take share among larger and better-known vendors. Everything SHSP goes to convince bugs to buy and sell stocks. Along with the currency, analysts attached a $25 price target,
suggesting a 52 percent rise potential from current levels. (Click here to see Berg's performance) SHSP is not widely applied by the Analyst Corps of Streets; But among those who cover stocks, however, the consensus is a strong buyback. SHSP represents an average price target of $19.50, implying space rising 19%
from its current trading value of $16.39. Porch Group (PRCH) next, Porch Group, is a core online market (see SHSP Equity Analysis for TipRanks). The company began Porch.com, connecting homeowners with important commodities that connect them with high-quality, reliable home improvement contractors. The home
improvement market is huge, at $500 billion annually. The Porch Group, which now provides software and services to support home improvements for the home inspection and assurance sector, director sector and professional contractors, home maintenance and homeowners, has been working to monetize this vast
market since 2013, which has been around for more than seven years but only entered the public market last December. The transition to public transactions was conducted through a merger with Special Acquisition Company (SPAC), a PropTech acquisition. Prch, the new price, started trading on December 24. A
business combination agreement that transferred porch groups to the Nasdaq index resulted in the company raising $322 million in new capital. Among the bulls is benchmark analyst Daniel Kurnos, who writes After some changes in the historic company strategy, we believe the current iteration is well positioned to tap
into the fast-growing home service software market. Coornos seems to have an economic backdrop for home service and sales companies next summer... The user base is relatively sticky - the software offering includes one manager and a mobile service platform, and personalized go-to assistants and insurance
products keep consumers in the system... As a software company primarily connected to the home service space, valuations seem relatively inexpensive. In light of his comments, Coornos charges PRCH to buy. His $24 price target indicates the degree of his confidence – 88% year upside. Overall, there are 2 recent
reviews on this stock, both buying, making analysts buy consensus mid-year (click here to see Cournos's performance). PRCH shares are priced at $12.77 and have an average price target of $20.50 for a potential 60 percent rise over the next year. (See PRCH Equity Analysis for TipRank) PubMatic (PUBM) PubMatic is
another marketing and advertising software company. Niche markets are developing software and strategies for online advertisers and digital publishers. The company's platform works for publishers, media buyers and app developers and boasts 1 trillion daily advertiser bids and 134 billion daily ad impressions across its
customer and user base. This is just another company that was released to the public market last month. PUBM shares started trading on December 9 through a traditional IPO. The company priced its initial offering at $20, but the rate was strong and the stock opened above $25. Trading on the first day closed at $29.45
a share. The company raised its IPO goals well over $115 million. RBC analyst Shweta Khajuria, who describes market opportunities, told clients that PubMatic covers a large and attractive segment of the advertising market with strong secular tail winds, including programming, CTV, digital video and supply path
optimization (SPO). We believe PubMatic can maintain healthy upper class growth (~20%) It has a solid margin. Analysts estimate PubMatic's global TAM, including digital (ex-social and search) plus TV, to be ~$260B by 2021. Assuming all global TV ad spend eventually transitions to connected TV (CTV), PubMatic's
more immediate TAM or global revenue opportunities translate to $29B in $260B global ad spend. Khajuria's bullish comments support her outperform (i.e. buy) rating, and her $34 price target means growth of 32% in 2021. (Click here to see Khajuria's performance) the survey says... Wall Street agrees. Of the six ratings
announced in the past two months, a total of five say PUBM is a buy. The stock's consensus price target is $34.80 per share, up 35% for today's buyers. To find a good idea for stocks trading in attractive value terms (see PUBM Equity Analysis for TipRank), TipRanks' Best Stock Purchase is a newly released tool that
combines all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this document are solely those of recommended analysts. Content is used for informational purposes only. It is very important to conduct your own analysis before making an investment. The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act made significant
changes to the tax code and was a mixed bag for some households. Although the standard deduction nearly doubled and the child tax credit increased, many other deductions and credits were removed. The list of the four top 5G penny stocks for your watch list, despite the epidemic, civil unrest, and the assortment of
issues and obstacles that have plagued us over the past year, certainly, competition for 5G dominance has not slowed. Many publicly traded companies of all sizes are entering this technology-driven telecommunications race, potentially the most rewards found in penny stocks. What is 5G and which penny stocks should
I focus on now? 5G or 5th generation technology is the communication standard for broadband cellular networks. This is the logical successor to the previous standard 4G or 4th generation. All devices in the 5G network are connected to the Internet and telephone networks by radio waves through the antenna system.
5G includes higher speeds, increased bandwidth, and generally wider accessibility, which can benefit higher traffic areas. While there have been concerns about the physical impact of 5G by some groups, the market is more focused on the positives of this new technology, which is beginning to launch on a larger scale.
When it comes to 5G stocks, you have clear stock market juggernauts like Verizon (NYSE: VZ), Qualcomm (NASDAQ: QCOM), and even American Tower Inc. (NYSE: AMT). But what do you see about penny stocks, we are talking about traded penny stocks, not OTC penny stocks. The potential for high volatility trading
and early entry is defined by two of the main attractions of penny stocks, or by stocks where Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) shares trade at less than $5 per share. There is a lot of risk of choosing low-priced stocks, but the potential rewards can be much greater compared to stocks with high market
capitalization. Here is a list of trend 5G penny stocks, you can see 5G penny stocks 1 right now. Global Star (NYSEAMERICAN:GSAT) 2. UTStarcom Holdings (NASDAQ: UTSI) 3. Bork Technologies (NASDAQ: BRQS) 4. Veon Ltd. (NASDAQ: VEON) Global Star (NYSE: GSAT) was the center of attention last week as
GlobalStar (NYSE: GSAT) was the focus of attention for those looking for 5G penny stocks. Company and business partner Nokia (NYSE: NOK) has signed a deal with Tideworks Technologies to distribute Globalstar's Band 53 spectrum to the Port of Seattle at Terminal 5. This was Nokia's second collaboration with
Globalstar at U.S. ports. Most of 2020 has been relatively quiet except for the last few days, In recent weeks globalstar's stock has seen a much more consistent up tick, and we see an obvious jump last week. In addition to its latest agreement with Nokia, GlobalStar is getting more attention following its November (2020)
financial results and business update. In addition to a clear focus on 5G, the stock market should also note the company's influence in other technology and telecommunications services sectors. Dave Kagan, Chief Executive Officer of GlobalStar, explained some notable initiatives the company has put in place. Fiat
Chrysler's relationship with the Jeep brand continues to expand on several fronts, including the announcement of the Spot Zen 4 Jeep Edition, the addition of South America to licensed locations, and promotional opportunities with other Jeep brand partners. The connected car market is a big and growing opportunity for
the company and we want to add additional partners beyond FCA and Jeep. Kagan said in a third-quarter business update for Globalstar: One of the 5G penny stocks that could see UTStarcom Holdings (NASDAQ: UTSI) is UTStarcom (NASDAQ: UTSI). On January 11, UTStarcom announced an expansion of
cooperation with European mobile operators. The company will provide an advanced networking platform that supports operators' 5G deployment requirements. UTStarcom also announced ® TN704E subway access platform for neting. This is the latest piece in the company's SDN-enabled packet optical transmission
network product portfolio. The platform will be one of the main components of the mobile backhol network expansion project with this mobile carrier in Europe.Over the past few months UTStarcom has reached a new 5G milestone, leading to an 80% significant increase in price per share since November 2020. Progress
in the development of 5G optimized integrated router platforms has added to UTStarcom's positive market momentum in addition to new contracts with major mobile operators. Bork Technologies (NASDAQ: BRQS) recently discussed other technology penny stocks with Bork Technologies (NASDAQ: BRQS). This was
the first meaningful move by (NASDAQ: BRQS) stock prices in a month. The stock jumped to a high of $1.34 from $1.07 during friday's (January 8) trading session. The move happened because Bork benefited from extensive movements in the entire technology sector. One of the things that has helped increase interest
in the company, in addition to the overall excitement about 5G penny stocks, was the announcement in December 2020, which signed a formal contract for a 5G industrial complex project in China. Bork reported that he signed a contract with the New Regional Commission in Southern Taehu, Huzhou. A joint venture will
be established in the area where the Bork Central Headquarters for the 5G project will be played. This will add to the growing list of infrastructure projects concluded in the third quarter. Announced before Bork and Skycentrix CTA-2045 for joint ventures for manufacturing and delivery of technology-based products. This is
for utility-scale automated smart controls. Veon Ltd. (NASDAQ: VEON) is one of the 5G penny stocks that have seen their stock prices soar during November (2020) and December (2020) with Veon Ltd. (NASDAQ: VEON). The stock rose from $1.23 at the start of November (2020) to last week's high of 1.75 on January
7. This 40% + move was also with some major updates, including raising large amounts of capital for investments in many subsidiaries. Veon provides voice, fixed broadband, data and digital services to more than 210 million customers. It operates in 10 countries including Russia, Pakistan, Algeria, Uzbekistan, Ukraine,
Bangladesh, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Armenia and Georgia. One of the larger developments over the past few months included details about Veon's Russian unit, VimpelCom. It withdrew its wireless network from Huawei and Nokia executives to handle the quality of communications itself. Prior to this, the company
outsourced management and network development to these two companies in Pennystocks.com 2017. Benzinga * Benzinga * Mid-afternoon market update: Click here to view options trading at 100 points for Dow Falls. GeoVax Labs shares spike high * Gold Flora team team to boost California operations, wish brand
and team (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. We do not provide benzinga investment counseling. All rights reserved. Booking.
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